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The great Jack Whitaker, writing the foreword 
to “The Golfer’s Code” (authored by our very 
own David Gould), said “Golf is a game, but it 
is a game that goes beyond the boundaries 
of simple recreation and carries us to the 
dark places of our own character. Into those 
dark places it shines a bright light so that we 
can see if we are honest, quick-tempered, 
mean-spirited, generous, courteous and 
other qualities that tell us who we are.” The 

silver-tongued Whitaker saw a reason why. It is because golf, 
“as played by most of us, has no umpire, no referee, no 
linesman. We are the officials and we call the penalties on 
ourselves.” He cited this trait for lifting golf above other 
games, wherein “duplicity is often a valuable stratagem.”
     The articles and opinions to be found in this newsletter 
are written for an audience of golf instructors and 
coaches—that’s it. These days I am beginning to see the 
coach or teacher in a pivotal position as regards the culture 
and values of the game. Teaching is teaching—people 
come to you to learn one thing and very likely you will end 
up teaching them that, plus more. That of course depends 
on how readily a golf instructor takes on the responsibility of 
modeling exemplary behavior and stressing its value. Whi-
taker, in his remarks introducing “The Golfer’s Code,” de-
clared that “self-policing and etiquette made golf a world of 
its own” on the sporting landscape. He lamented that so 
many new players “have taken up golf without being taught 
the rules or the etiquette of the sport.”
     Reading over those comments from 20-plus years ago. I 
wonder what Jack would think today. While I’m not a big 
fan of formality, I found myself sitting at my club on Masters 
Saturday watching Jordan Spieth pull away from the field 

and listening to the announcers gushing about what a great 
kid he is and how much he reminded them of a simpler, 
more civilized time in the game.
     At the same time there was a contrasting image. Two 30-
something men were in the grill room eating dinner with 
their families with their baseball caps on backwards. It was 
an unpleasant sight, and it made me wonder: Has our game 
lost its inherent civility and sense of decorum? Is the new 
generation of golfers simply not interested in common cour-
tesies? It often seems that they were never taught “the 
golfer’s code.”
     When I was growing up in the ‘80s I remember very 
clearly being taught etiquette lessons virtually every time I 
was around my coach. And I recall members at the club 
pointing out things we juniors should be doing if they saw 
us forgetting our manners in any way. So my query this 
month is: Who is responsible for teaching golfers the Code? 
I wouldn’t say it all rests on any one source, because I be-
lieve it takes a village of foursomes to raise a new golfer. 
Still, would you all agree that golf instructors could be doing 
more to instill civility back into the game? I ask this ques-
tion: Do you make a conscious effort to include the lessons 
of etiquette, pace of play and common courtesy into your 
programs for new golfers and juniors? 
     I realize we won’t turn everyone into a Bobby Jones or 
Ben Crenshaw when it comes to class and decorum, but 
don’t you think our collective efforts could do a better job of 
showing new golfers why golf – when played in the proper 
spirit – is one of the greatest life lessons ever created? Keep 
up the good work, Jordan! For the first time in a long time 
you may be able to move the needle on golfing civility. 
     You’ve made Bobby Jones and generations of civilized 
golfers proud.
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